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• We went one step further and commissioned an 
independent, accredited institute to assess and 
certify our compliance with this machinery directive.

Maximum safety and worry-free operation 
with observation of the safety clearances of 8 metres towards 
the front and rear and 2 metres towards the right and left.

USE YOUR FLEET 
EFFECTIVELY

WITH THE OPTIMAL LOADER MOUNT
FOR FLAIL MOVERS

Müthing GmbH & Co. KG Soest
Am Silberg 23
D-59494 Soest
Tel. +49 (0) 2921 96510
Fax + 49 (0) 2921 73080
soest@muething.com
www.muething.com
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Your contact:

STAY ONE STEP AHEAD WITH CERTIFIED SAFETY!

• Europe's agricultural machinery manufacturers have to produce 
their machines in accordance with CE machinery directives.

• Applying the CE marking is a self-declaration of compliance 
with the CE machinery directives.

• One of these CE machinery directives is entitled: 
"Thrown-object test and acceptance criteria for 
flail mowers as per ISO/WD 17101-2"

SUITABLE FOR ALL CARRIER VE-
HICLES

HOW TO USE 
YOUR FLEET EFFECTIVELY 

MANY CARRIER VEHICLES - 
ONE SOLUTION

Do you want perfectly manicured 
green spaces without having to 
purchase another vehicle for 
maintenance? 

Müthing's patented loader 
mounts give you maximum 
efficiency for your fleet with a 
perfect mulching result. 

The hydraulically driven flail 
movers can be flexibly mounted 
as required on various yard or 
wheel loaders in just a few steps. 

This transforms your vehicle into 
a ground care specialist in no 
time at all. 

It will save you an enormous 
amount of time. And you do 
not have to incur additional 
acquisition costs for a suitable 
vehicle for the maintenance of 
verges, green spaces etc. 

You simply use your existing yard 
or wheel loader and thus save 
time and money. 

Advantages: 
• Efficient utilisation of existing 

vehicles

• Cost savings as there is no need 
to additionally purchase a sepa-
rate vehicle

• Time-saving assembly of the flail 
mover due to good accessibility 
of hydraulic connections

• Perfectly maintained surfaces 
thanks to the MU-Vario System® 

• Working widths from 1.20 - 2.00 m

MÜTHING FLAIL MOVERS

SUITABLE FOR ALL 
CARRIER VEHICLES



MU-E Hydro Vario 
mit 200

MU-CONNECT 200

MU-E HYDRO VARIO

Our expertise is your advantage:
• Working widths from 140 to 200 cm

• For machine operation from 50 - 90 l / min

• Adjustable Müthing Vario cutting bar

• Also suitable for short cutting with low crop height

• Infinitely variable height adjustment of the working width

• MU-Connect - Attachment via 3-point linkage with two-dimensio-
nal swing compensation

• Mounting parts available for almost all carrier vehicles

• Technical Inspection Association 
stone projection test

THE PERFECT PARTNER - 
MU-CONNECT IN COMBINATION 
WITH THE MU-E FRONT FLAIL 
MOVER 

Available for the following carrier vehicles

• Avant yard loader

• Yard loader with Euro-3 holder

• Schäffer yard loader with old holder

• Schäffer yard loader with SWH holder

• Weidemann yard loader with hydraulic locking

An adapter plate for yard loaders without vehicle-specific 
attaching parts is also available.

MU-FM HYDRO

FRONT FLAIL MOVER WITH 
HYDRAULIC DRIVE FOR YARD LOADER

More use and efficiency from your yard loader
• Professional flail mover for a very wide variety of carrier vehicles

• Optimal mounting with specific support arms or coupling triangle

• Sturdy design for maximum throughput and a long service life

• Suitable for hydraulic outputs from 35 to 70 l/min 

• Working widths from 120 to 160 cm

• For machine operation at 40-50 l / min

• For implement carriers without cardan shaft output

• Powerful hydraulic motor

• Large selection of linkage adapter plates 
for simplified mounting 

• Optionally available hydraulic control blocks enable connection to 
the vehicle hydraulics for oil quantities above 48 l/min

• A hydraulic side shift of 700 mm to the right 
is optionally available

• Technical Inspection Association stone projection test

MU-E HYDRO VARIOTHE MU-CONNECT 200 SYSTEM

LOADER MOUNT 
FOR FLAIL MOVERS 

A clever interface

The innovative loader mount is 
available for Müthing flail movers 
of the MU-E Hydro Vario series in 
working widths of 1.40 to 2.0 m 
and for installation on small to 
medium-sized yard loaders up to 
90 l/min. A wide range of adap-
ters allows installation on nume-
rous vehicle models.  

• Generous swinging and 
steering movements ensure 
optimal ground adaptation

• The virtual pulling point is 
patented by Müthing. Instead 
of being pushed, the flail 
mover is pulled with low 
rolling resistance and thus 
follows every ground contour 
perfectly 

• No grinding of the support rol-
ler due to low weight loading 
and tracking when cornering

On uneven surfaces, generous swinging and steering movements ensure optimal 
ground following. 

Adapter options for the 
MU-Connect 200 are available 
for the following holders: 

• Schäffer 

• Kramer

• Liebherr, Claas Torion

• Weidemann

• Multione, Avant

• Ladog

• Multicar

• Euro -3

• Holder

• Hansa

• Universal adapter plate Fork shoes for pallet forks

Hook holder for various manufacturers 
(example shown)

Suitable MU-CONNECT adapter plates 
for many carrier vehicles

Hydraulic side shift with 26 cm adjustment travel creates 
flexibility for mulching at an offset to the side of the vehicle 
around trees, access zones or other obstacles (optional). 
Mechanical side shift is equipped as standard.

Custom-fit, vehicle-specific mounting parts make it possible to perform coupling 
quickly, without the use of tools and free of play in just a few seconds.

A low coupling point ensures good overall visibility due to the low linkage position. The flail mover follows the steering radius of the vehicle when cornering and the 
support roller does not scrape due its low weight loading, thus protecting the 
ground. 

A unique feature is the patented virtual pulling point. Instead of being pushed, 
the flail mover is pulled with low rolling resistance and thus follows every ground 
contour perfectly.

Vertically adjustable 360 ° swivelling support wheels ensure optimal ground adapta-
tion, optionally also available with 4 support wheels instead of support roller.  

You can see the MU-Connect in 
action here. 
Just scan the QR code:

You can see the MU-FM Hydro 
in action here. 
Just scan the QR code:

Subscribe to our channel at
www.youtube.com/c/MÜTHINGGmbHCoKGSoest

PERFECT GROUND ADAPTATION 
FOR OPTIMAL RESULTS


